
Searching? STOP! “All IS Found.” 

The ‘All IS Foundation’ is a reflection on the hardest work of all: “Climbing the mountain within you.” 

All IS Foundation is dedicated to spiritual research to facilitate inner progress within individuals, 

by providing a home, tools, and guidance for one seeking to reach higher levels of consciousness. 

To rise above sensory temptations and accumulated negative emotions which prevent a happy life. 

Made possible by Light in Life™—a spiritual development process and application for counselors. 

On this website you’ll find a collection of research papers, compiling content from various sources 

which may provide deeper insight into any particular theme, relevant to the world we live in today. 

Based on information collected between 2012-2019, J’s research is now being published online... 

These papers are meant to be read as the trying to reach a deeper understanding, following in the 

tradition of a modern sadhu (holy man) who observes the world and society living on the side of it. 

Before you begin: If you get angry—at any of the content within the following papers—please ask 

yourself: “Why is this making me angry?”, before contacting this author (who is just a messenger). 

[Papers are printable PDF documents. To download all of them in a zip file: go here & download.] 

FAIR USE NOTICE: The research papers available for download and read from this website, may contain some copyrighted 

material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material 

available for overall efforts to advance new understanding of the issues related to developing a higher consciousness. AISF 

believes this constitutes 'fair use' of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law.  

Are you an author of published material contained herein, and disagree? Please, contact J and it will be removed, asap. 

http://allis.foundation/All_IS_Found.pdf
http://allis.foundation
http://lightinlife.online
https://github.com/AllISFoundation/AllISFoundation.github.io
mailto:j@allis.foundation?subject=Copyright%20Disagreement


Solar Ignition Water Vaporizer

J proposes a simple, scalable, cheap, energy-free desalination solution, able to meet all of humanity’s water 

needs for the immediate and long-distant future, by vaporizing sea or polluted water using the sun’s energy!
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The Mystery of Larson’s Cross (1/4)

The first in a 4 part series, providing both context toward, and, a new interpretation of Dewey B. Larson’s 

Reciprocal System of Theory (he explains the process of universe’s creation from a perspective of motion). 

DBL’s original formula of s=1/t, is herewith re-evaluated as 1=s/t, proving God’s light as the origin of all.

The Light of Larson’s Cross (2/4)

Part 2 continues the exploration of Larson’s cross, wonder “how does this relate to my life in this universe?”

The Zygospore of Larson’s Cross (3/4)

Part 3 considers polarity of opposing conditions and finding God in the stillness between these two conflicts.
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AISF welcomes non-tax deductible donations to continue spiritual research and fund LiL™ Online. 

* PDF Documents may be freely shared/copied only if preserved entirely/unedited. © All IS Foundation, 2019.

Subatomic

Life

Rendering a Star (4/4)

Part 4 looks at the meaning of Larson’s cross, leading to a better understanding of this world and its history.
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